TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
The rarest egg, I went on, could represent a ^10 note—"Then
mightn't it be easier to stick to £10 notes ? Suppose you wanted
to tip and had no loose eggs in your pocket—" "But you dont
tip in a simplified world; you say, 'Thanks, old man, you know
I'd do the same for you any time ; that's better than a tip."
But by now I had become a bit doubtful myself; for it seemed
to me that hens by this new currency might have to bear too
heavy a burden of psychological pressure *y they would become a
sacred bkd like the cat or the ibis or the golden calf; other farm-
yard animals would get together and have indignation meetings:
"Hens—I ask you, hens I And they're quite insufferable lately
with all this going on!" Hens, even the respectable ones, would
get followed in the street. And what would happen if they got
egg-bound ? Something like frozen assets ? And after eggs had
been passed from hand to hand, might not eating them go out of
fashion altogether? "It's like eating gold", people would say.
No end to the somewhat sinister speculations which axose from
my first not at all impractical suggestion.
Returning from Erewhon to the world of facts as they were in
1942 and onwards, how many of our friends who used to hate
hens and dilate on their wholly unlovable qualities, now keep
Aem, though shamefacedly and as far as possible out of sight of
the house; and continue to hate the beasts; to talk with loathing
of their hard beaks, their scaly daws, their stringy necks, their
irritating peck as they walk, the ragged bits of nonsense that grow
on the tops of their heads; their total lack of warmth, charm or
gratitude. One can grow fond of a duck, most certainly one can;
a duck is comedy bordering on farce. One can get fond of goats
(what can be the origin of the phrase "He gets my goat" ? I looked
it up in the dictionary, but could only find: Hardy lively wanton
strong-smelling usually horned and bearded ruminant). But fond
of turkeys and hens, never. And yet the egg Itself is a perfect
object: not "nearly perfect" like so many achievements of nature,
but completely perfect in shape, texture and colour. Would
a hen know that? Not she; a hen is one of those authors of whom
their admirers say: "I always fed it's better not to meet them in
private life."
Hiis new race o£mdgres~eux hen-keepers, these twdve^hen-look
^®^ created by desperation, are often puzzled by the mysterious
lx*Mo*ir of their unwia^ted boarders. Laying aside the Tader
« tfe |&tf> Statesman, thctf surrqptitiously study the Poultry-
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